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CSI Vehicle Ownership Search

        

        
        Discover detailed vehicle ownership information effortlessly with our CSI Vehicle Ownership search type. The CSI Vehicle Ownership Report provides a comprehensive list of vehicles owned by an individual, while the CSI Vehicle Ownership Verification Report validates ownership using provided details.
        

      
	



	
		
        New Director Alert Service

        

        
        Stay Informed: Monitor CIPC Changes for Directors with Our Cutting-edge Automated Director Alerts Service!
        

      
	



	
		
        CSI KYB

        

        
        Ensure full compliance with FIC Act requirements using our new CSI KYB search. Our streamlined KYB verification process encompasses all necessary steps, conveniently accessible through the "Compliance" main menu.
        

      
	



	
		
        CSI KYC

        

        
        Satisfy all FIC Act requirements with our new CSI KYC search which encompasses all necessary processes for streamlined KYC verifications, accessible via the "Compliance" main menu.
        

      
	



	
		
        
          SearchWorks
        

        

        With more than 180 available search types at your fingertips, request and validate property and commercial information on individuals, companies, trusts, and various other industries within South Africa.
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        Need more? Beat the click - One click - One report - multiple results.

        Various search types, all in one go.
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                        Quick Contact

                        Email: helpdesk@searchworks.co.za

                        Sales: sales@searchworks.co.za

                        Phone: 0860 34 0000
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                        Our Location

                        2 Waterford Mews, Century City, 7441, Cape Town
                    

                

            

            
                
                    Data aggregation is our business.

                    
                        PAY PER CLICK. NO CONTRACTS. ACCURATE DATA.
                    

                    
                        We can provide you with over one hundred different reports from over twenty suppliers in a matter of seconds.
                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            Leaders in our field.

            
                We are perfectionists when it comes to clean and proper data. SearchWorks has more than twenty suppliers and we pride ourselves in choosing only the best, most reliable sources. All results are LIVE.
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                        User Friendly

                        

                        
                            Using years of feedback and support queries along with the latest UI Standards, we meticulously crafted a web interface that is not just clean, but also extremely easy to use.
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                        Cloud Hosted

                        

                        
                            Utilising Cloud Technology greatly increases the reliability and uptime of our application, this means you can carry on with business as usual without unnecessary interruptions.
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                        API Integration

                        

                        
                            If you prefer to integrate SearchWorks directly into your own systems we offer a secure web service that can be tailored to your exact specifications.
                        

                    

                


            
            Register today!

            
                Offering high quality data searches.
            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    So many options to choose from.
                

                
                    
                        Boasting over twenty suppliers you will most certainly find what you are looking for.
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                            Tracing & Investigations

                            
                                Verify the existence of an ID Number as well as obtain the latest contact information of an individual. The report feature provides the full details of an individual or company, including properties owned, directorships and adverse information.
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                            Credit Bureaus

                            
                                SearchWorks provides access to 4 of the largest credit bureaus in South Africa in order to provide a full credit profile on an individual or company.
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                            CIPC Records

                            
                                Obtain the details of an individual or company provided by CIPC. We also offer the ability to request a copy of various CIPC documents of a juristic entity.
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                            Property Information

                            
                                Use our various property searches to determine value, owner information as well as geo location. Request SG Diagrams from the various offices located across South Africa.
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                            Court Documents

                            
                                Request a copy of various court documents of an individual or company with an average turnaround time of a mere 60 seconds!
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                            Trust Information

                            
                                That's right! Verify the existence of a trust as well as obtain trust information including associated trustees and property details.
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

        

    

    
        
            
                Interested, why not let us contact you?

                
                    Fill in your details below and we will contact you shortly.
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        

                        
                            
                            Submit Request or Create An Account!
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                                We will get back to you within 24 hours, or call us weekdays, 8AM - 5PM
                            
                            (GMT+2)
                            

                            on 0860 340 000
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                                    Anna-Marié van Schalkwyk 

                                    TC Inc
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "As an audit firm, we predominantly use the Company searches and Deeds search function from Searchworks, but have used a few of the others on occasion with great success. The website is easy to navigate, the information is quick to gather, and if you do get stuck, their friendly support is ready to assist in a heartbeat. Searchworks has made doing business a lot easier for us. Once you start using it, you find new functions you didn’t know you needed before."
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                                    Andre Laubscher 

                                    The Building Company
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "After using Searchworks for some time I find it very user-friendly/easy to navigate and it is a great tool to assist us with our vetting process."
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                                    Muzi Baloyi 

                                    Leozzy Accounting
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "Timely and up to date information on your fingertips, SearchWorks is the best platform!!"
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                                    Ben Groenewald 

                                    Auxins Consulting
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "Most user friendly tabletop solution for sourcing valuable information."
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                                    Wilma Steenkamp 

                                    Helpmekaar Studiefonds
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "As eindgebruiker van Searchworks se stelsel is dit vir ons baie belangrik dat die webtuiste gebruikersvriendelik moet wees, maw dat ons inligting wat benodig word en nasoeke wat gedoen moet word, maklik self kan doen en vind.  Hiervoor kry Searchworks beslis 100%.  Dit is opmerklik dat daar  steeds nuwe funksies bygevoeg word en verbeterings aangebring word om suksesvol in die mark te bly."
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                                    Bronwyn West 

                                    Capital Land
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "I've been using Searchworks for many years, it's a great system, being very easy to use. The team is professional and so friendly too. They are always available to assist and the standard of communication is excellent."
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                                    Ashlea 

                                    Consultant
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "I have been using the Searchworks facility for almost 4 years now and have never been let down or disappointed with their service. All portals work incredibly well allowing me to perform my task more efficiently and accurately.Should there be a need for a question, Mrs Shaleen Govender has always been more than ready and able to assist me even after hours. I would encourage everyone to use this facility as you will not be disappointed".
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                                    Chantal Gayanchand 

                                    BCB
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "I would like to say that Searchworks is an easy and effective tool to use when trying to obtain information on companies and individuals.Their consultants are ever ready to assist when there is an issue."
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                                    Sharon Collins 

                                    Metropolitan Group
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "The Metropolitan Group Team had a pleasure to work with Searchworks. We would like to commend your Searchworks team for your excellent work and multiple sources available. SeachWorks really contributed to the success of our projects and investigations by using Trace, Contact and Credit Checks. Thank you to Amelia Weideman who always keeps us connected and trained."
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                                    Kim le Grange 

                                    Seartec Trading
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "Our Company has made use of the SearchWorks Web-based search application since December 2018.  This has proven to be a very useful tool in our organization. In using the different search applications, we have had great success with regards to tracing of customers that have bad debt and absconded. Zurina Dunn has been a true asset to the SearchWorks team and has gone the extra mile and the Support Team is very efficient and helpful."
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                                    Christa Botha 

                                    Lovius Block Inc
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "I hereby confirm that I have been using SearchWorks since my firm opened in 2011. I find the program user friendly and I am able to search all required information and find same. Amelia is always available to assist should I have a problem and her service is exceptional."
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                                    Ronelle Botha 

                                    Botha & Venter Attorneys
                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    "SearchWorks het 'n integrale deel geword van die firma se dag tot dag take. Alle afdelings van ons firma vind baat met SearchWorks en kan nie daarsonder funksioneer nie. Die firma word ook te alle tye deur SearchWorks op hoogte gehou van nuwe toevoegings/ontwikkeling tot die program. Ons firma het by meer as een geleentheid SearchWorks aanbeveel vir praktyke wat ook baat vind by die diens."
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                Knowledge is power. Keep updated on the latest news on the Coronavirus (Covid-19) from the official and correct source - https://sacoronavirus.co.za/
            

            
                
                    
                        COOKIES.

                        We use cookies to ensure that we give you the most effective experience on our website. By continuing to use our website without changing your settings to restrict cookies, you consent to the use of cookies on our website.

                        To find our more details, see our cookie policy.
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                        About Us

                        
                            SearchWorks is a web-based search application, which provides information and services to various
                            groups of professionals. Being a web-based application means that there are no on-site updates or
                            interruptions when changes are made.
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